Radio Orpheus FM Stereo Receiver instructions
Battery Installation /Battery Change:

Hold the Receiver with both hands , back side up, bottom facing away from you
as shown. Using your thumbs, press forward against the ridged areas as indicated in the picture to remove the battery cover. (# 1& 2)
Be sure to install the TWO AAA batteries with the positive side oriented as shown
at right. Replace cover before use. (#3)

Using the receiver:

1

Please take a moment to become familiar with the controls.

2

LCD display Channel in Mhz, Stereo status,and Lock function .(#4)
On/OFF - Receiver Switch Switch
LOCK- Enable /Disable all other buttons. A key appears in the LCD display

when LOCK is engaged. If power is on, it can not be turned off or the channel
changed by accident, until LOCK is pressed again, and the key icon shuts off.
HINT: Use the lock function before placing the unit in your pocket.
TUNE + and - adjust channel frequency higher or lower. Pressing a TUNE
button momentarily moves the frequency up or down .1Mhz. Holding the button for more than one second causes the receiver to begin scanning for the next
higher or lower frequency in use in the listening area. This is very helpful for
finding an active transmitter when the channel is not known in advance.
VOL - rotate volume knob for more or less headphone volume.
Earhone jack -for stereo headphones in top panel next to volume control.
Stereo/Mono switch - slide switch located on the right side of the case. Can
be left in Stereo for LandmarkFM Stereo transmitter or conventional FM broadcast, anywhwere in the world. Supports all international Stereo standards.
Switch should be in MONO when used with Williams, Comtec, Telex and
other generic ALD systems.

Using Preset buttons M1 - M5. These can be used store 5 different
frequencies for instant recall.

SET a preset:

1-tune to the desired channel using the TUNE +/- buttons.
2-press SET momentarily.
3-press the desired memory button (1-5) to store the channel

RECALL a preset:

Simply press the memory button M1 to M5 matching the stored
channel to recall.
Note: So long as batteries are replaced within about 30 seconds of removal,
stored memory channels are unaffected.

For best results:

1- use high efficiency earphones, keep the cord uncoiled for best reception.
2- Use high quality AAA batteries. You can expect up to 8 hours of listening at
high volume when NIMH type rechargeable batteries are unsed.
DO NOT STORE UNIT WITH DISCHARGED BATTERIES INSTALLED AS
LEAKAGE OR DAMAGE NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY MAY RESULT.
3- Turn off receiver when not in use.
4- When used with generic wideband ALD transmitters , refer to the following
list of Channel code to frequency conversion.
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